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Abstract—The drone technology has continuously been1

evolving since the beginning of the first decade of the 21st2

century with exceptional growth over the last several years. To3

pave the way for an interoperable aerial–ground communication4

platform, the Internet of Drones (IoD) framework has emerged5

to systematically organize a batch of drones to collect multiple6

application-specific data simultaneously and report them to7

a close ground station. As the collected data might contain8

sensitive information, people become more critically aware of9

data security and privacy issues associated with IoD applications.10

Authentication and key agreement protocols are able to protect11

IoD data from unauthorized access. However, the recent schemes12

fail to distinguish between types of data during the authentication13

and key establishment process, which leads to data leakage that14

sensitive data are being accessed by unauthorized entities. To15

address the data leakage issue and fill the research gap, this16

article proposes a lightweight and anonymous application-aware17

authentication and key agreement protocol (also called liteA4)18

for IoD systems. The fundamental idea of liteA4 is that the19

ground station and the drone perform data type-aware mutual20

authentication and establish separate session keys for different21

types of data before the drone delivers the collected data to the22

ground station. The major techniques, such as hash function,23

bitwise XOR, and physical unclonable function (PUF), are used to24

implement liteA4. We select the Automated Validation of Internet25

Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPAs) tool to verify26

the security of liteA4 in the cyber-threat environment. We also27

set up a simulation framework and conduct comprehensive and28

comparative experiments to validate the performance of liteA4.29

Extensive experimental results demonstrate that liteA4 not only30

is a safe and reliable protocol in the adversarial setting but also31

provides better results than its counterpart approaches in terms32

of communication overhead, computational time, storage cost, as33

well as energy consumption.34

Index Terms—Anonymous, application-aware, authenticated35

key agreement, Internet of Drones (IoD), lightweight.36
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I. INTRODUCTION 37

AS DRONE technology continues to evolve and starts 38

playing a critical role in modern smart cities, the civil 39

and commercial industries have transformed and adapted as 40

well. During the COVID-19 pandemic, drones were used in a 41

wide array of humanitarian contexts, e.g., delivering vaccines 42

in India [1], detecting individuals with infectious respira- 43

tory conditions in Australia [2], etc. With the innovations 44

in lithium-ion battery technology, ultradense microchip, and 45

carbon fiber composites, the drone industry faces a bright 46

future ahead. According to the recently published ‘‘Drone 47

Market Analysis’’ [3], the commercial and recreational drone 48

markets are estimated to be valued at approximately 56 billion 49

U.S. dollars by the end of 2030. Taking advantage of 5G 50

& B5G and artificial intelligence & machine learning, we 51

envision that the drone technology will open up a goodly 52

number of new services and reshape the way we work, live 53

and thrive in the near future. 54

To support the development of aerial communication 55

technology, several international standard development orga- 56

nizations, including the Third Generation Partnership Project 57

(3GPP), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 58

(IEEE), as well as the International Telecommunication Union 59

(ITU) have been working on the standardization (e.g., IEEE 60

P1936.1 [4], 3GPP TR 36.777 [5], ITU F.749.10 [6]) for the 61

integration of drones into existing/emerging communication 62

infrastructure [7]. With the new era of drones, the conventional 63

Internet of Things (IoT) has evolved to the Internet of Drones 64

(IoD). In the IoD paradigm, each drone is regarded as an 65

aerial smart object equipped with sensing devices, computing 66

capabilities, and storage systems, and is able to communicate 67

with any nearby entity (i.e., other drones, ground stations, 68

ground IoT devices, etc.) via wireless technology. Specifically, 69

the IoD paradigm virtually partitions airspace (or geographical 70

area) into task zones, as shown in Fig. 1. In each task 71

zone, one or multiple ground stations can communicate with 72

nearby drones for task-specific operations (e.g., retrieving 73

traffic information or collecting data from ground IoT devices) 74

through various types of connection in a way that enables 75

effective information gathering, sharing, and processing. In 76

summary, the IoD paradigm stands in the center of the 77

4th industrial revolution, and is anticipated to address the 78

grand challenges of conventional mobile networks and elevate 79

mobile computing to new heights. 80
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NOMENCLATURES

Fig. 1. IoD framework and potential applications. Zone 1: traffic surveillance
and control; Zone 2: entertainment, sport, and media; Zone 3: industrial plant
environmental monitoring and safety; and Zone 4: precision agriculture.

A. Research Challenges and Motivation81

Although the IoD paradigm brings substantial benefits and82

enables an extremely large number of potentially promising83

applications, its generic architecture necessitates innovative84

solutions, ranging from security protocol to data privacy.85

The security and privacy challenges require engineers’ full86

attention and scientific input from researchers because the IoD87

security and privacy are not built-in properties but added on88

as an afterthought. As a result, plenty of malicious activities89

attempt to take advantage of this design flaw and launch90

assaults on the IoD systems to achieve their adversarial91

objectives. Taking drone-assisted autonomous driving as an92

example, drones are deployed to collect information about93

real-time traffic conditions for traffic management authority94

as well as detect far-away objects for autonomous driving95

vehicles to operate safely [8]. Disclosing/compromising drone-96

collected data to/by unauthorized entities can result in car97

accidents or even terrorist attacks [9].98

During the past years, a variety of authentication tech-99

niques [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] have been proposed to100

protect either IoD data from adversary’s unauthorized access101

or similar environments, such as IoT and vehicular ad hoc 102

networks. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art techniques either 103

have inherent security vulnerabilities in their designs or realize 104

the desired security and privacy requirements with resource- 105

hungry operations. Most importantly, none of these techniques 106

distinguish between types of device-collected data during the 107

authentication and key establishment process. Thus, they have 108

to establish one secret session key for the entire communi- 109

cation session via which the drone will submit all collected 110

data. However, this will lead to data leakage that sensitive 111

data are being accessed by unauthorized entities with the same 112

secret session key. For example, the adversary might be able to 113

compromise previously established secure session keys. If the 114

same secure session key is used to encrypt all types of data, 115

the adversary who compromises the previously established 116

secure session key can have access to all the data collected 117

by the drone. This is because all data are encrypted with the 118

same session key. However, if different secure session keys 119

are used to encrypt different types of data collected by the 120

drone, the adversary can only obtain access to the data whose 121

secure session key has been compromised. Other types of 122

data that are encrypted with different secure session keys are 123

still safe. Last but not least, conventional session-based key 124

establishment schemes will generate a large number of secret 125

session keys if there are frequent communications between 126

the drone and the ground station. It is immediately obvious 127

that repeatably establishing secret session keys cause non- 128

negligible computational overhead to IoD entities, especially 129

to resource-constrained drones. 130

B. Contribution 131

Motivated by the above discussion, in this article we focus 132

on a secure data type-aware authentication and key agreement 133

protocol that takes advantage of cost-effective techniques to 134

realize the requirements of data privacy and security. It would 135

be unprecedented to realize such an innovative approach 136

because the current IoD technical community does not have 137

the similar technique, and the produced work will fill a gap 138

in the existing body of research. We also verify the protocol’s 139

security resilience against cyber attacks with a specific security 140

protocol verification tool, and evaluate its performance and 141

scalability through extensive experiments. In summary, our 142

contribution is summarized in the following. 143

1) We propose a lightweight and anonymous application- 144

aware authentication and key agreement protocol (also 145

called liteA4) for IoD systems. In liteA4, the ground 146

station and the drone perform data type-aware mutual 147

authentication and establish separate session keys for 148

different types of data before the drone delivers the 149

collected data to the ground station. 150

2) We set up an adversarial environment in the 151

Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols 152

and Applications tool (AVISPA) [15], implement liteA4 153

in the High-Level Protocol Specification Language 154

(HLPSL) [16], and then evaluate liteA4’s security 155

resilience against several cyber attacks, such as man-in- 156

the-middle and replay attacks. 157
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3) We set up an experimental environment and con-158

duct comprehensive experiments to evaluate liteA4’s159

performance and scalability in terms of various metrics.160

In addition, we select three representative benchmark161

schemes, SLAP-IoD [17], SAAF-IoD [18], and PUF-162

IPA [19], implement them and liteA41 in Python, and163

compare their performance and scalability.164

Extensive experimental results demonstrate that liteA4 not only165

is a safe and reliable protocol in the adversarial setting but also166

provides superior performance than its counterparts in terms167

of communication overhead, computational time, storage cost,168

as well as energy consumption.169

C. Novelty170

Our work is different from the existing research in terms of171

three aspects: 1) investigating the promising IoD architecture;172

2) developing a new application-aware authentication protocol;173

and 3) adopting resource-friendly functions and operations.174

First of all, we focus our efforts to contribute to the IoD175

community. The promising IoD paradigm is believed to be176

one of the most important subjects for scientific investigation177

within many commercial companies and technical groups.178

Our work will provide a thorough analysis about the IoD179

architecture and its unique security and privacy challenges and180

requirements. Second, this work proposes a novel application-181

aware authentication protocol for IoD systems. The IoD182

community does not lack authentication mechanisms to protect183

the IoD communications. However, what has been lack-184

ing in the current theory is a lightweight and anonymous185

application-aware authentication protocol that adopts resource-186

friendly computing operations to achieve the security and187

privacy requirements concurrently for drone communications188

in the IoD environment. Moreover, our work can significantly189

decrease the communication and computation cost through190

reducing the number of established secure session keys,191

compared to the traditional authentication approaches. This192

is because the drone establishes a unique secure session key193

for each type of data with the ground station, and each194

secure session key can be used to encrypt the same type195

of data during multiple communication sessions with the196

ground station. Third, we choose resource-friendly techniques,197

such as hash function, bitwise XOR, and PUF, to realize the198

proposed application-aware authentication protocol. Compared199

to other heavyweight techniques (i.e., elliptic curve cryp-200

tography (ECC), bilinear pairings, etc.) which are used for201

resource-constrained IoD systems, our solution has less com-202

putational and storage overhead while meeting the required203

security and privacy requirements.204

D. Paper Organization205

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The206

state-of-the-art techniques are reviewed in Section II. We207

present network and adversarial models as well as security and208

performance requirements in Section III. After that, we intro-209

duce the proposed protocol in Section IV. We also conduct210

1liteA4’s HLPSL verification programs are publicly available at
https://github.com/congpu/liteA4.

security verification and analysis as well as experimental study, 211

and present their results in Sections V and VI, respectively. 212

Finally, we conclude this article with the direction of future 213

research in Section VII. 214

II. RELATED WORK 215

Even though the data type-aware authentication and key 216

agreement protocol is still lacking in the current IoD com- 217

munity, conventional approaches have been studied for IoD 218

systems in the last few years. Yu et al. [17] developed an 219

authentication protocol, named as SLAP-IoD, to protect IoD 220

data exchange over insecure wireless medium. The major 221

operation that they choose to realize the protocol objectives 222

is the PUF. Here, the PUF serves two purposes: 1) physical 223

identity protection and 2) less computation overhead. However, 224

the authors fail to consider the stability and error-tolerance 225

of PUF in the harsh environment (i.e., wide swings in tem- 226

peratures) where it is extremely difficult to restore the same 227

secret information with the PUF. Some researchers argue that 228

the state-of-the-art schemes have relatively high computation 229

and communication cost. To improve the existing situation, 230

they propose a lightweight authentication and key agree- 231

ment approach (called AKA) with hash function and bitwise 232

XOR operation in [21]. Unfortunately, other researchers [31] 233

have systematically proved that AKA actually cannot protect 234

IoD systems from harmful attacks such as compromised 235

user anonymity, denial-of-service, and replay attacks. Lounis 236

et al. [22] investigated how to build a secure communication 237

channel between drones, and then design a PUF-based drone 238

authentication protocol (known as D2D-MAP). The major 239

drawbacks of D2D-MAP can be summarized as follows. 240

First, they assume that drones will be operating in an ideal 241

environment where the PUF is able to function perfectly. 242

However, this is not exactly true in practice, e.g., drones 243

are being deployed for search and rescue missions in the 244

dangerous wildfire situation. Second, D2D-MAP creates one 245

secret session key to encrypt all collected data which might 246

contain sensitive as well as nonsensitive information. This 247

might disclose the sensitive information to unauthorized entity, 248

resulting in potential data leakage. 249

In addition to the above-mentioned work, some other 250

solutions, such as precalculation-based [23], ECC-based [24], 251

blockchain-based [25], smart cards-based [26], proxy signa- 252

ture delegation-based [27], and ACE permutation-based [28] 253

authentication and key agreement protocols, have been 254

designed to secure wireless communications between IoD 255

entities. These solutions are able to achieve the desired levels 256

of security and privacy, however, they are either realized with 257

resource-hungry operation (i.e., Boyko–Peinado–Venkatesan 258

(BPV)-FourQ), demanding additional hardware (i.e., smart 259

card), or having inherent design flaws (i.e., ECC). For instance, 260

BPV precalculation and FourQ are chosen to authenticate 261

drone, user, and ground station in the IoD environment. 262

While the BPV algorithm intrinsically increases the size 263

of private key (i.e., ≥ 64 KB), a nonnegligible storage 264

overhead is being added to the resource-constrained drones. 265

Moreover, the security analysis and experimental study [32] 266
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF EXISTING WORKS

have demonstrated that one ECC-based approach [33] might267

be vulnerable to drone impersonation, and the adversary has268

some chance to compromise its session keys. Besides the269

above-mentioned weaknesses, these protocols have a common270

problem: implicitly assuming all drone-collected data have the271

same type and establishing one secret session key to encrypt272

all drone-collected data. As mentioned earlier, this implicit273

assumption will lead to data leakage that sensitive data are274

being accessed by unauthorized entities.275

In the IoT domain, some solutions [20], [29], [30] have276

been proposed to protect data from unauthorized access. The277

work in [20] focuses on a realistic anonymous user authen-278

tication in wireless sensor networks, where the legitimate279

user is allowed to access data from any specific sensor280

node. Aman et al. [30] used PUF along with wireless link281

fingerprints derived from the wireless channel characteristics282

between two communicating entities to realize data prove-283

nance with authentication and privacy preservation in IoT284

systems. However, the above approaches do not consider285

the types of data during the authentication process. In [29],286

a lightweight privacy-preserving authentication protocol is287

proposed for RFID systems. The authors consider the ideal288

PUF environment, which is different from our work. In this289

article, we relax the assumption of the ideal PUF environment290

by integrating fuzzy extractor and error correction code with291

the PUF to deal with the scenario that the identical challenges292

fed to the PUF might not be able to get the same responses.293

After analyzing the approaches presented above, we have294

identified research gaps relevant to the protection of IoD295

data from adversary’s unauthorized access. First, the existing296

approaches do not distinguish between types of data during297

the process of authentication and key establishment. As a298

result, one secure session key is established to encrypt all299

collected data, which leads to data leakage that sensitive data300

are being accessed by unauthorized entities with the same301

secure session key. Second, conventional session-based key302

establishment schemes will generate a large number of secret303

session keys if there are frequent communications between the304

drone and the ground station. It is immediately obvious that305

repeatably establishing secret session keys causes nonnegligi-306

ble communication and computation overhead to IoD entities,307

especially to resource-constrained drones. Last but not least,308

the existing solutions either adopt resource-hungry operations309

or have inherent vulnerabilities in their design.310

Fig. 2. System model.

In summary, the IoD paradigm has become an active 311

research field and is of great interest to many techni- 312

cal communities and commercial companies, e.g., IEEE 313

Communications Society [34], Ericsson [35], etc. However, the 314

authentication and key agreement protocol that establishes the 315

data type-aware secret session key with resource-friendly com- 316

puting operations is still missing in the IoD community. Thus, 317

in this article, we focus on the lightweight and anonymous 318

application-aware authentication and key agreement protocol. 319

It would be unprecedented to realize such an innovative 320

approach because the current IoD technical community does 321

not have the similar technique, and the produced work will fill 322

a gap in the existing body of research. Finally, we compare 323

liteA4 with existing schemes in Table II. 324

III. NETWORK AND ADVERSARIAL MODELS AND THE 325

OBJECTIVES OF PROTOCOL AND THE DESIGN OF PUF 326

A. Network Model 327

In our network there are three major participants, the control 328

center, the ground station, and the drone, which are shown 329

in Fig. 2. The control center is a fully trusted entity which 330

registers each drone’s identity information in the database. 331

After completing the registration, the control center dispatches 332

a fleet of drones to the task region, where drones will 333

collect the information of targets and periodically report the 334

observations to a nearby ground station. Note that the drone 335

observations might entail multitudinous data (different data 336

types; sensitive and nonsensitive data) about multiple targets. 337

In order to avoid storing secret information in the memory 338

directly, the integrated circuits of drones are produced with 339

PUFs [36], and the secret information can be restored via 340
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PUF when needed. After receiving the observational data from341

drones, the ground station will decrypt the observational data342

and transmit them to the control center over the secure channel.343

Finally, we assume that the ground station is a trusted player344

as well.345

B. Threat Models346

In the system, two well-known threat models,347

Canetti–Krawczyk and Dolev–Yao threat models [37], are348

considered for the potential adversaries. The rationale behind349

the adoption of the Dolev–Yao and Canetti–Krawczyk models350

is to establish a ‘‘strong adversary model’’ through combing351

the powerful adversary capabilities from the Dolev–Yao and352

Canetti–Krawczyk models. The Dolev–Yao threat model353

assumes that the wireless communication medium is unsafe.354

As a result, the ground station and the drone who are355

communicating over this unsecure platform do not proceed356

on the exchange of critical information before verifying357

each other’s identities. Moreover, since the wireless medium358

is publicly accessible, the exchanged messages between359

the ground station and the drone can be eavesdropped or360

even captured by the nearby adversary. And on this basis361

the adversary might choose to fabricate the messages, and362

then replay them to disrupt the normal communication. The363

adversary also can physically capture the drone with specific364

types of equipment, and attempt to extract the secret information365

stored in the memory. However, this malicious behavior366

may change the physical characteristics of integrated circuit,367

resulting in PUF malfunctions. In addition, to extend the368

capabilities of adversary mentioned above, the system also369

considers the Canetti–Krawczyk threat model. Specifically,370

the adversaries are able to compromise session state specific371

information or previously established secure session keys. In372

summary, the goal of the adversary is to access the drone373

observations without being detected.374

C. Objectives of Protocol375

We identify the following security and performance objec-376

tives to be met by the proposed protocol.377

1) Authentication: The identities of legitimate drone and378

ground station can be verified.379

2) Application-Aware Session Key Establishment: A data380

type specific secret session key can be established381

between the drone and the ground station.382

3) Integrity: The accuracy, completeness, and consistency383

of messages can be guaranteed.384

4) Confidentiality: The drone’s observational data is unin-385

telligible to the external adversary.386

5) Anonymity: The drone uses the pseudonym, rather than387

the real identity, for the communication with the ground388

station.389

6) Smaller Overhead: Smaller computation and communi-390

cation overhead should be observed.391

D. Physical Unclonable Function392

PUFs are universally utilized as a hardware-specific secu-393

rity primitive to offer cryptographic services for electronic394

devices [38]. The physical structure of PUF is formed in395

Algorithm 1: Response Generation Algorithm rGen
Input: Modulus n; Challenge che

1 Function rGen(n, che):

/*
�←− denotes sampling */

/* ⊕ denotes exclusive OR function */
/* Zn denotes the set of remainders in

arithmetic modulo n */
2 O = Fpuf (che);

3 res
�←− Zn;

4 S = O ⊕ ECC(res);
5 return {res, S};

Algorithm 2: Response Restore Algorithm rRes
Input: Challenge che; Helper string S

1 Function rRes(che, S):
2 O′ = Fpuf (che);
3 res = Der(S ⊕ O′);
4 return res;

the process of manufacturing. Since it is inevitable for each 396

integrated circuit to have slight physical differences from the 397

manufacturing process, the PUF is believed to be impossible 398

to replicate or clone. Thanks to its unique features, the PUF is 399

generally considered to be the identification of an electronic 400

device, which is analogous to a person’s social security 401

number. 402

Typically, the PUF is fed with an input and generates an 403

output. The input and output are called challenge and response, 404

respectively. The combination of challenge and response goes 405

by the name challenge–response pair (CRP). A single PUF 406

always responds to the same challenge equivalently (i.e., the 407

same response is produced), and two distinct PUF instances 408

should respond to the same unbiased challenges differently 409

(i.e., different responses are produced). Generally, the PUF 410

could be demonstrated as a math expression, denoted as 411

res = Fpuf (che), where PUF’s challenge and response are 412

represented as che and res, respectively. 413

In noisy environments, the identical challenges fed to the 414

PUF might not be able to get the same responses [39]. In 415

other words, the PUF is sensitive to external environment 416

changes/noise, thus, the secret data of cryptographic operations 417

might not be regenerated by the PUF. To resolve this important 418

issue, we decide to integrate fuzzy extractor and error correc- 419

tion code with the PUF. A PUF response generation algorithm 420

(rGen) is first defined in Algorithm 1. The rGen algorithm will 421

output a tuple {res, S}. Specifically, res is the CRP response 422

and S is a helper string. Here, S is used to reproduce res. 423

The rationale behind the adoption of error correction 424

code [40] is to reduce bit errors (up to x bit) in res. A 425

response restore algorithm (rRes) is also created and shown in 426

Algorithm 2. With rRes, res can be restored with the assistance 427

of S and Der, even though the PUF’s output O′ is different 428

from its original output O by at most x bits. 429

IV. PROPOSED PROTOCOL 430

In this section, we describe the proposed lightweight and 431

anonymous application-aware authentication and key agree- 432

ment protocol, which we refer to as liteA4 in the following. 433
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Fig. 3. liteA4 communication sequence diagram.

The communication sequence diagram of liteA4 is shown in434

Fig. 3. The basic idea of liteA4 is that the control center first435

registers each drone for a set of different tasks (data types)436

to complete (or collect) in the task region. Then, the control437

center shares each drone’s identity information and registered438

tasks (data types) with the ground station via a secure channel.439

Finally, the ground station and the drone perform data type-440

aware mutual authentication and establish separate session441

keys for different types of data before the drone delivers the442

collected data to the ground station. The major techniques443

such as hash function, bitwise XOR, and PUF are used to444

implement liteA4. In summary, liteA4 consists of two major445

phases: 1) drone registration and 2) authentication and key446

establishment.447

A. Drone Registration Phase448

The control center registers the drone Dκ at the time ti in449

the following steps.450

1) The drone Dκ chooses its real identity RIDκ and initial451

PUF challenge cheti
κ . The drone’s real identity RIDκ is452

used to calculate its pseudonym, rather than being used453

directly in the communication. It is worth mentioning454

that the drone’s pseudonym is mainly used to guarantee455

no one else is getting its real identity except the456

legitimate ground station, even though the adversary can457

get intercepted transcripts.458

2) The drone Dκ feeds PUF challenge cheti
κ into its PUF459

Fpuf (·) to compute the corresponding PUF response resti
κ460

= Fpuf (cheti
κ ). The PUF response resti

κ serves as a critical461

component in the calculation of other information (e.g.,462

the pseudonym of drone). Thus, the PUF response resti
κ463

is dynamically calculated with the PUF challenge cheti
κ464

and the PUF function Fpuf (·).465

3) The drone Dκ calculates its initial pseudonym PIDti
κ =466

H(RIDκ ‖ resti
κ) with RIDκ and resti

κ , where H:{0,1}m
467

is a set of fixed length (saying m bits) strings. The468

pseudonym PIDti
κ can guarantee the drone’s identity469

privacy. No one else can learn the drone’s real identity470

except the control center.471

4) The drone Dκ shares {RIDκ , PIDti
κ , cheti

κ , resti
κ} with the472

control center via a secure channel. The control center473

is assumed to be a trusted entity that has access to all474

drones’ information. The secure channels can be realized475

Algorithm 3: Drone Dκ Registration Algorithm

/* tcur: the current system time */
/* RandID(·): random ID function */
/* RandNum(·): random number function */
/* H(·): hash function */
/* SecureSend(·): secure data transfer */
/* CC: control center */

1 Function DroneRegistration():
2 RIDκ ← RandID(tcur);
3 cheti

κ ← RandNum(RIDκ );
4 resti

κ ← Fpuf (cheti
κ );

5 PIDti
κ ← H(RIDκ ‖ resti

κ );
/* drone shares identity information with

control center via secure channel */

6 SecureSend(Dκ , CC, {RIDκ , PIDti
κ , cheti

κ , resti
κ });

/* control center assigns tasks to drone */
7 DTκ ← [dt1, dt2, · · · , dtx, · · · , dtn];

/* control center shares registered data types
with drone via secure channel */

8 SecureSend(CC, Dκ , DTκ );

through the time-based one-time password algorithm 476

[41] or the physical mediums. 477

5) The control center assigns the drone Dκ with a set 478

of different tasks DTκ = [dt1, dt2, . . . , dtx, . . . , dtn] to 479

complete, and shares DTκ via a secure channel. Here, 480

each task indicates different data types that the drone 481

Dκ needs to collect and dtx represents the xth task. n is 482

the total number of tasks assigned to the drone Dκ . In 483

liteA4, the drone establishes a unique secret session key 484

for different type of data with the ground station. 485

6) The control center shares the drone Dκ ’s information 486

{RIDκ , PIDti
κ , cheti

κ , resti
κ , DTκ} with the ground station 487

Gz via a secure channel. Here, i is a notation to 488

distinguish different timestamp ti. With the identity and 489

task information of the drone Dκ , the ground station Gz 490

can negotiate data type-specific secret session keys with 491

the drone Dκ . 492

When the drone registration phase is complete, the ground sta- 493

tion Gz stores the drone Dκ ’s real identity, initial pseudonym, 494

initial CRP, and registered data types, while the drone Dκ 495

only stores its real identity, initial PUF challenge, as well 496

as registered data types. The major operations of drone 497

registration phase are summarized in Algorithm 3. 498

B. Authentication and Key Establishment Phase 499

When the drone Dκ is about to submit the type dtx data to 500

the ground station Gz at the time tj, it mutually authenticates 501

with the ground station Gz and establishes a specific secret 502

session key for the type dtx data according to the following 503

steps. 504

1) The drone Dκ computes its PUF response resti
κ = 505

Fpuf (cheti
κ ) and pseudonym PIDti

κ = H(RIDκ ‖ resti
κ). 506

For security reasons, the drone does not store the PUF 507

response and the pseudonym in the memory, but calcu- 508

lates them dynamically. The drone is free to cache the 509

pseudonym for rapid access. However, in this article we 510

assume that the drone chooses to delete the pseudonym 511

for saving memory space. 512
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2) The drone Dκ generates a random number rtj and513

calculates the following:514

m1a = rtj ⊕ H
(
GIDz

∥∥tj
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

)
515

m1b = dtx ⊕ H
(
GIDz

∥∥tj
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥rtj

)
516

m1c = H
(
GIDz

∥∥tj
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥rtj

∥∥dtx
)
.517

Here, GIDz is the identifier of the ground station Gz. m1a518

and m1b are used to share rtj and dtx with the ground519

station Gz, respectively. m1c can help the ground station520

Gz verify the integrity of rtj and dtx.521

3) The drone Dκ sends the message M1 = {GIDz, tj,522

PIDti
κ , m1a, m1b, m1c} to the ground station Gz via an523

insecure channel. Here, the message M1 is regarded as524

the authentication request message.525

4) The ground station Gz retrieves the time tj, and compares526

it with the current system time tcur. The timestamp527

verification is designed to reject the replayed messages.528

If the difference is larger than or equal to a threshold t�,529

(tcur − tj) ≥ t�, the message M1 is rejected. Otherwise,530

the ground station Gz calculates the following:531

r′tj = m′1a ⊕ H
(
GIDz

∥∥tj
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

)
532

dt′x = m′1b ⊕ H
(

GIDz
∥
∥tj

∥
∥RIDκ

∥
∥resti

κ

∥
∥r′tj

)
533

m′1c = H
(

GIDz
∥∥tj

∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥r′tj
∥∥dt′x

)
.534

If m′1c �= m1c, the message M1 is rejected and the535

authentication process fails. In liteA4, the drone is536

only allowed to establish a secret session key for the537

assigned data type with the ground station. Thus, if the538

drone Dκ is not registered for the type dt′x data, the539

authentication request is rejected. Otherwise, the ground540

station Gz generates a random number stp and calculates541

the following at the time tp:542

m2a = stp ⊕ H
(

RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥r′tj
∥∥tp

∥∥GIDz

)
543

m2b = H
(

RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥r′tj
∥∥tp

∥∥GIDz
∥∥stp

)
.544

Here, m2a is used to share stp with the drone Dκ and545

m2b can help the drone Dκ verify the integrity of stp .546

5) The ground station Gz sends the message M2 = {PIDti
κ ,547

tp, GIDz, m2a, m2b} to the drone Dκ via a public548

channel. Here, the message M2 can be considered as the549

authentication response message.550

6) The drone Dκ retrieves the time tp, and compares it551

with the current system time tcur. If the difference is552

larger than or equal to a threshold t�, (tcur − tp) ≥ t�,553

the message M2 is rejected. Otherwise, the drone Dκ554

calculates the following:555

s′tp = m′2a ⊕ H
(
RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥rtj

∥∥tp
∥∥GIDz

)
556

m′2b = H
(

RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥rtj

∥∥tp
∥∥GIDz

∥∥s′tp
)
.557

If m′2b �= m2b, the message M2 is rejected and the authen-558

tication process fails. Otherwise, the drone Dκ generates559

a random number stu and calculates the following at the 560

time tu: 561

chetu
κ = H

(
stu

∥
∥s′tp

)
562

restu
κ = Fpuf

(
chetu

κ

)
563

PIDtu
κ = H

(
RIDκ

∥∥restu
κ

)
564

m3a = stu ⊕ H
(
GIDz

∥∥tu
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

)
565

m3b = chetu
κ ⊕ H

(
GIDz

∥∥tu
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥stu

)
566

m3c = restu
κ ⊕ H

(
GIDz

∥∥tu
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥stu

∥∥chetu
κ

)
567

m3d = H
(
GIDz

∥∥tu
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥stu

∥∥chetu
κ 568

∥
∥restu

κ

∥
∥PIDtu

κ

)
. 569

Here, m3a, m3b, and m3c are used to share stu , chetu
κ , and 570

restu
κ with the ground station Gz, respectively. m3d can 571

help the ground station Gz verify the integrity of stu , 572

chetu
κ , and restu

κ . 573

7) The drone Dκ sends the message M3 = {GIDz, tu, 574

PIDti
κ , m3a, m3b, m3c, m3d} to the ground station Gz 575

via an insecure channel, updates its PUF CRP, and then 576

calculates the secret session key SKdtx,tu
κ,z for the type dtx 577

data 578

SKdtx,tu
κ,z = H

(
stu

)⊕ H
(

s′tp
)
⊕ H

(
restu

κ

)⊕ H(dtx). 579

With two random numbers as well as the PUF response 580

and the data type, the drone Dκ calculates a data type- 581

specific secret session key with the ground station Gz. 582

8) The ground station Gz retrieves the time tu, and com- 583

pares it with the current system time tcur. If the 584

difference is larger than or equal to a threshold t�, (tcur 585

− tu) ≥ t�, the message M3 is rejected. Otherwise, the 586

ground station Gz calculates the following: 587

s′tu = m′3a ⊕ H
(
GIDz

∥∥tu
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

)
588

che′tuκ = m′3b ⊕ H
(
GIDz

∥
∥tu

∥
∥RIDκ

∥
∥resti

κ

∥
∥s′tu

)
589

res′tuκ = m′3c ⊕ H
(
GIDz

∥
∥tu

∥
∥RIDκ

∥
∥resti

κ 590
∥∥s′tu

∥∥che′tuκ
)

591

PID′tuκ = H
(
RIDκ

∥∥res′tuκ
)

592

m′3d = H
(
GIDz

∥∥tu
∥∥RIDκ

∥∥resti
κ

∥∥s′tu
∥∥che′tuκ 593

∥∥res′tuκ
∥∥PID′tuκ . 594

Through the above calculations, the ground station Gz 595

can restore s′tu , che′tuκ , res′tuκ , and PID′tuκ , and verify their 596

integrity accordingly. If m′3d �= m3d, the message M3 is 597

rejected and the authentication process fails. Otherwise, 598

the ground station Gz calculates the secret session key 599

SKdtx,tu
κ,z for the type dtx data 600

SKdtx,tu
κ,z = H

(
stp

)⊕ H
(
s′tu

)⊕ H
(
res′tuκ

)⊕ H(dtx) 601

and updates the drone Dκ ’s pseudonym and PUF CRP. 602

Using the same random numbers as well as the PUF 603

response and assigned data type of the drone Dκ , the 604

ground station Gz can calculate an identical data type- 605

specific secret session key as the drone Dκ did. 606

By this time, the mutual authentication between the drone 607

Dκ and the ground station Gz has finally succeeded and the 608
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Algorithm 4: Authentication Initialization Algorithm

/* SendMessage(src, des, msg): source src sends message
msg to destination des */

1 Function DroneRequestAuth(RIDκ , cheti
κ , dtx):

2 resti
κ ← Fpuf (cheti

κ );
3 PIDti

κ ← H(RIDκ ‖ resti
κ );

4 rtj ← RandNum(tj);

5 m1a ← rtj ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tj ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ );

6 m1b ← dtx ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tj ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ rtj );

7 m1c ← H(GIDz ‖ tj ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ rtj ‖ dtx);

8 M1 ← {GIDz, tj, PIDti
κ , m1a, m1b, m1c};

9 SendMessage(Dκ , CC, M1);
10 Function GoundReceiveAuth(M1):
11 if (tcur − tj) ≥ t� then
12 reject;
13 else
14 r′tj ← m′1a ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tj ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti

κ );

15 dt′x ← m′1b ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tj ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ r′tj );

16 m′1c ← H(GIDz ‖ tj ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ r′tj ‖ dt′x);

17 if (m′1c �= m1c) then
18 reject;
19 else
20 if (dt′x /∈ DTκ ) then
21 reject;
22 else
23 stp ← RandNum(tp);

24 m2a ← stp ⊕ H(RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ r′tj ‖ tp ‖ GIDz);

25 m2b ← H(RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ r′tj ‖ tp ‖ GIDz ‖ stp );

26 M2 ← {PIDti
κ , tp, GIDz, m2a, m2b};

27 SendMessage(CC, Dκ , M2);
28 end
29 end
30 end

secret session key SKdtx,tu
κ,z for the type dtx data has been609

successfully established for the subsequent communications.610

It is worth mentioning that the drone Dκ ’s CRP (as well as611

its pseudonym) has been updated after the establishment of612

authenticated session to reduce the risk of the adversary com-613

promising the CRP through brute force. The major operations614

of authentication and key establishment phase are summarized615

in Algorithms 4 and 5, respectively.616

V. SECURITY VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS617

In this section, we mainly focus on the security verification618

of liteA4, and intend to prove that liteA4 can safely operate619

in an adversarial environment. In addition, we demonstrate620

formally and informally that the secret information of liteA4621

can be securely exchanged between communication entities,622

and liteA4 is immune against cyber attacks.623

A. Security Verification624

In this section, AVISPA [15], which is a widely used625

Internet security protocol verification tool, is adopted to626

assess the security properties of liteA4. The objective of this627

security verification is to prove that liteA4 has no design628

flaws related to security operations, and can be executed629

properly in adversarial environments. In order to evaluate630

security protocols on AVISPA, liteA4 has to be first imple-631

mented in HLPSL, which is known as HLPSL. In addition,632

Algorithm 5: Authentication Completion Algorithm

/* update(· · · ): update stored information */
1 Function DroneCompleteAuth(M2):
2 if (tcur − tp) ≥ t� then
3 reject;
4 else
5 s′tp ← m′2a ⊕ H(RIDκ ‖ resti

κ ‖ rtj ‖ tp ‖ GIDz);

6 m′2b ← H(RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ rtj ‖ tp ‖ GIDz ‖ s′tp );

7 if (m′2b �= m2b) then
8 reject;
9 else

10 stu ← RandNum(tu);
11 chetu

κ ← H(stu ‖ s′tp );

12 restu
κ ← Fpuf (chetu

κ );
13 PIDtu

κ ← H(RIDκ ‖ restu
κ );

14 m3a ← stu ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ );

15 m3b ← chetu
κ ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti

κ ‖ stu );
16 m3c ← restu

κ ⊕
H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti

κ ‖ stu ‖ chetu
κ );

17 m3d ← H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ stu ‖ chetu

κ ‖
restu

κ ‖ PIDtu
κ );

18 M3 ← {GIDz, tu, PIDti
κ , m3a, m3b, m3c, m3d};

19 SendMessage(Dκ , CC, M3);
20 update(chetu

κ );

21 SKdtx,tu
κ,z ← H(stu ) ⊕ H(s′tp ) ⊕ H(restu

κ ) ⊕ H(dtx);
22 end
23 end
24 Function GroundCompleteAuth(M3):
25 if (tcur − tu) ≥ t� then
26 reject;
27 else
28 s′tu ← m′3a ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti

κ );

29 che′tuκ ← m′3b ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ s′tu );

30 res′tuκ ← m′3c ⊕ H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ s′tu ‖ che′tuκ );

31 PID′tuκ ← H(RIDκ ‖ res′tuκ );
32 m′3d ←

H(GIDz ‖ tu ‖ RIDκ ‖ resti
κ ‖ s′tu ‖ che′tuκ ‖ res′tuκ ‖ PID′tuκ ;

33 if (m′3d �= m3d) then
34 reject;
35 else
36 update(che′tuκ , res′tuκ , PID′tuκ );

37 SKdtx,tu
κ,z ← H(stp ) ⊕ H(s′tu ) ⊕ H(res′tuκ ) ⊕ H(dtx);

38 end
39 end

AVISPA offers us verification components, On-the-fly Model 633

Checker (OFMC) and Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher 634

(CL-AtSe), with which we can test the security performance 635

and features of liteA4. Here, OFMC is useful for examining 636

security features of liteA4, namely, authenticity, confidentiality, 637

and integrity, while CL-AtSe is appropriate for vulnerability 638

assessment along with threat modeling. In the HLPSL imple- 639

mentation of liteA4, communication and message exchange 640

are realized between two roles which are drone and ground 641

station. Moreover, four auxiliary roles which are required 642

by AVISPA are also implemented; they are intruder, goal, 643

session, and environment. We build up an experimental envi- 644

ronment on Ubuntu 10.04, where AVISPA [42] is properly 645

installed and configured in Virtual Box [43]. The results 646

of security verification obtained through HLPSL program 647

execution on AVISPA are given in Fig. 4. As expected, 648

liteA4 is a safe security protocol without design flaws or 649
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Fig. 4. Security verification results of liteA4 from AVISPA.

vulnerabilities which can be exploited by adversary. The650

HLPSL security verification programs are publicly available651

at https://github.com/congpu/liteA4.652

B. Formal Security Analysis653

In this section, we exhibit the process of formal security654

analysis of liteA4 based on Mao’s and Boyd’s logic [44].655

The objective of this formal security analysis is to show that656

the secret information cannot be compromised by adversary,657

and access to these secret information is only authorized and658

granted to drone Dκ and ground station Gz. In other words,659

we attempt to theoretically affirm that resti
κ is presented to be660

a good shared secret between drone Dκ and ground station661

Gz, and cannot be accessed, acquired, or manipulated by an662

adversary in any fashion whatsoever. First, according to Mao’s663

and Boyd’s logic a group of inference rules for reasoning about664

logical formulas are presented. Second, we describe a sequence665

of initial assumptions which are reasonable beliefs, whereas666

communication events required by liteA4 can be satisfied.667

1) Dκ |=Dκ
(che

ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )←→ Gz and Gz|=Gz

(che
ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )←→ Dk: The initial668

CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ ) of drone Dk is securely shared between669

drone Dk and ground station Gz.670

2) Dκ |= Gz � ‖ Dκ : The real identify of drone Dκ is671

known to the ground station Gz.672

3) Dκ |=Dκ
PID

ti
κ←→Gz and Gz|=Gz

PID
ti
κ←→Dκ : Ground station Gz673

saves drone Dκ ’s pseudonym in its database, whereas674

drone Dκ is able to compute its PIDti
κ using its real675

identify and CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ ).676

4) Dκ |= Gz � ‖ resti
κ and Gz |= Dκ |= {Gz} � ‖ resti

κ :677

Drone Dκ generates a new resti
κ each time.678

5) Gz |= sup (Dκ ): Drone Dκ is the super-principal to679

ground station Gz.680

6) Dκ |= # (resti
κ ): Drone Dκ generates a fresh resti

κ each681

time.682

7) Dκ |= # (r′tj ): Drone IDi generates a fresh r′tj each time.683

8) Dκ |= # (s′tu ): Drone IDi generates a fresh s′tu each time.684

9) Gz |= # (s′tp ): Ground station Gz generates a fresh s′tp685

each time.686

10) Dκ

(che
ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )

� r′tj : Drone Dκ encrypts the message M1687

piggybacked with r′tj using its CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ ).688

11) Gz
(che

ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )

� r′tj : Ground station Gz decrypts the encrypted 689

message M1 using drone Dκ ’s CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ ). 690

12) Gz

(che
ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )

� s′tp : Ground station Gz encrypts the mes- 691

sage M2 piggybacked with s′tp using drone Dκ ’s CRP 692

(cheti
κ , resti

κ ). 693

13) Dκ

(che
ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )

� resti
κRs′tp : Drone Dκ decrypts the encrypted 694

message M2 using its CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ ). 695

14) Dκ

(che
ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )

� s′tu : Drone Dκ encrypts the message M3 696

piggybacked with s′tp using its CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ ). 697

15) Gz
(che

ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )

� s′tpRresti
κ : Ground station Gz decrypts the 698

encrypted message M3 using drone Dκ ’s CRP 699

((cheti
κ , resti

κ ), respectively. 700

Fig. 5 provides a detailed view of formal security analysis 701

of liteA4. Our initial assertion that drone Dκ and ground station 702

Gz are the only two communication entities who are authorized 703

to access secret information resti
κ , is formally proved via 704

continuously applying inference rules. For example, Fig. 5(b) 705

shows that secret information resti
κ is a good shared value 706

between drone Dκ and ground station Gz, where we first place 707

the statement Dκ |= Dκ
res

ti
κ←→ Gz at the end of the logical 708

construct. Thereafter, we apply the Good Key rule to the 709

specified statement indicating whether Dκ believes that secret 710

information resti
κ is only available to drone Dκ and ground 711

station Gz (i.e., Dκ |= {Dκ , Gz} �‖ resti
κ ). Since drone Dκ 712

knows that secret information resti
κ is fresh (i.e., Dk|=#(resti

κ), 713

as a result, it believes that secret information resti
κ is a good 714

shared secret between itself and ground station Gz. Next, 715

the Confidentiality rule is applied to prove Dκ |= {Dκ , Gz} 716

� ‖ resti
κ , which further demonstrates that (cheti

κ , resti
κ) is 717

only shared between drone Dκ and ground station Gz (i.e., 718

Dκ |= Dκ
(che

ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )←→ Gz). Moreover, we can easily observe 719

the fact that drone Dκ sends (cheti
κ , resti

κ) to ground station 720

Gz without sharing with anyone else (i.e., Dκ |= Gz � ‖ 721

resti
κ ), and drone Dκ perform encryption with resti

κ (i.e., Dκ 722

(che
ti
κ ,res

ti
κ )

� resti
κ ). These statements are clearly defined in the 723

initial assumptions, so the claim that secret information resti
κ 724

is only shared between drone Dκ and ground station Gz is 725

proved. Likewise, the security claim in Fig. 5(a), which states 726

that ground station Gz believes secret information resti
κ is only 727

shared between ground station Gz and drone Dk, is proved by 728

following a similar approach. 729

Hence, the formal security analysis given in Fig. 5 assures 730

that without prior knowledge of PUF CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ) an 731

adversary would not be able to decipher messages and obtain 732

secret information resti
κ . Moreover, in the unlikely event when 733

drone Dk is physically captured, the adversary would still not 734

be able to obtain its PUF CRP (cheti
κ , resti

κ ), as drone Dk does 735

not store its PUF CRP in the memory. Last but not least, 736

any physical attack that attempts to alter drone Dk’s circuit to 737

retrieve the initial PUF CRP would only lead to the destruction 738

of PUF. In conclusion, the secret information in liteA4 is 739

secure and protected. 740
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Fig. 5. Formal security analysis of liteA4. (a) Proof that ground station Gz believes that secure information resti
κ is only shared between drone Dκ and itself.

(b) Proof that drone Dκ believes that only ground station Gz and itself can access secret information resti
κ .

C. Informal Security Analysis741

In this section, we analyze the operations of liteA4 with the742

consideration of various cyber attacks such as replay attack,743

known session key attack, physical capture attack, message744

fabrication attack, ground station, and drone impersonation745

attacks, and demonstrate that liteA4 is immune against them.746

1) Replay Attack: In liteA4, both ground station and drone747

piggyback current system time (e.g., tj, tp, and tu) in the748

messages (e.g., M1, M2, and M3). Upon receiving a message,749

the receiver first verifies the freshness of message through750

checking the piggybacked system timestamp. If the piggy-751

backed timestamp is indeed obsolete, the receiver will directly752

discard the message. Otherwise, the receiver will proceed with753

the following operations, e.g., verifying the authenticity of the754

message. Hence, liteA4 is resilient against replay attacks.755

2) Known Session Key Attack: We assume that the adver-756

sary is aware of the session key SKdtx,tu
κ,z negotiated between757

drone Dκ and ground station Gz for a past communication758

session. The session key SKdtx,tu
κ,z is calculated through the759

exclusive OR operations among four values, which are two760

random numbers (e.g., stp , stu), PUF response (e.g., restu
κ ), and761

data type (e.g., dtx). Even though the adversary has a copy762

of session key SKdtx,tu
κ,z , it cannot retrieve either of these four763

values and predict any future session keys. This is because it is764

infeasible to regenerate the same hash value without knowing765

the valid input. Thus, liteA4 is protected against known session766

key attack.767

3) Physical Capture Attack: Suppose that the adversary has768

successfully seized drone Dκ that had established a session769

key with ground station Gz before. Through power analysis770

attack, the adversary might retrieve the information stored771

in drone Dκ ’s memory, e.g., identification, PUF challenge,772

registered data type, and session key. However, when the773

adversary attempts to restore drone Dκ ’s PUF response, its774

effort leads to no end. This is because the power analysis775

attack will cause a slightest modification to the integrated776

circuit of drone Dκ , which will change or even destroy drone777

Dκ ’s PUF. In addition, the adversary can only jeopardize778

the current communication session between drone Dκ and779

ground station Gz. Nevertheless, the data exchange between780

other drones and ground station Gz is still safe because other781

drones will negotiate session keys with ground station Gz782

with their unique cryptographic information. As a result, other783

noncaptured drones are still safe from the adversary. Therefore,784

liteA4 is not impacted by physical capture attack.785

4) Message Fabrication Attack: In liteA4, the receiver786

always verifies the authenticity of message through comparing787

the recalculated message with the received message (e.g., 788

m′1c = m1c). If the received message passes the verification, 789

it is believed to be authentic and the following operations 790

of liteA4 continues as normal. Otherwise, the receiver will 791

directly destroy the message. Hence, liteA4 is secure against 792

message fabrication attack. 793

5) Ground Station/Drone Impersonation Attacks: Suppose 794

that the adversary pretends to be ground station Gz. In order to 795

establish communication with a legitimate drone, the adversary 796

needs to generate a random number stp , calculate message 797

M2 piggybacked with random number rtj from message M1, 798

and then send it to drone Dκ . However, the adversary cannot 799

decrypt message M1 to retrieve random number rtj . Thus, the 800

adversary has to arbitrarily generate random number r′tj . Upon 801

receiving message M2, drone Dκ recalculates m′2b and checks 802

if m′2b = m2b. Since the adversary randomly generate random 803

number r′tj , drone Dκ can easily notice that message M2 is 804

fabricated, coming from an untrusted entity. Therefore, liteA4 805

is resilient against ground station impersonation attack. The 806

similar idea can be applied to prove that liteA4 is also protected 807

from drone impersonation attack. 808

D. Comparison of Security Requirements 809

The comparison of security requirements among liteA4, 810

SLAP-IoD, and SAAF-IoD is provided in Table III. In 811

essence, liteA4 meets every predefined security requirement, 812

outperforming its counterpart approaches. 813

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 814

A. Experimental Environment and Benchmarks 815

To conduct experimental study, we set up a Windows- 816

based computing environment to evaluate and analyze the 817

performance our approach liteA4 and three benchmark 818

schemes in terms of different tasks. The experimental machine 819

has 16-GB memory and a 12th generation processor of 820

2.10 GHz, and runs Windows 11 operating system. Our 821

approach liteA4 and other three benchmark schemes, SLAP- 822

IoD [17], SAAF-IoD [18], and PUF-IPA [19] are implemented 823

in Python language within Visual Studio Code [45] program- 824

ming environment. A brief summary highlighting the central 825

idea of SLAP-IoD, SAAF-IoD, and PUF-IPA are given below: 826

1) SLAP-IoD: SLAP-IoD proposes an authentication 827

scheme that is comprised of three entities: 1) a mobile user 828

(MUi); 2) a drone (Dj); and 3) a control server (CS). It has 829

five phases: 1) initialization; 2) drone registration; 3) mobile 830

user registration; 4) authentication and key agreement; and 831
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

5) password and biometric update. During the registration832

process, control server CS chooses a master key and assigns833

parameters to authenticate drone Dj before being positioned834

in its task zone. Control server CS also publishes necessary835

public parameters like fuzzy extractors and PUF. In the836

drone registration phase, drone Dj receives its credentials and837

registers with control server CS. Likewise, in the mobile user838

registration phase, mobile user MUi receives its credentials839

and registers with control server CS. Then, mobile user MUi840

and drone Dj mutually authenticate each other and establish841

a session key in the authentication and key agreement phase.842

In addition, mobile user MUi can update his/her biometric843

credentials in the password update phase.844

2) SAAF-IoD: SAAF-IoD proposes an authentication845

scheme which adopts chaotic mapping along with symmetric846

AES encryption. It comprises of five phases: 1) ground station847

enrollment; 2) drone enrollment; 3) user enrollment; 4) drone848

access; and 5) secret credential update. During the ground849

station enrollment phase, the drone service provider selects a850

secret key and an identifier for the ground station. Similarly,851

the drone service provider chooses an identifier and a secret852

key for a given drone in the drone enrollment phase. In the853

user enrollment phase, user Ui is registered with the ground854

station via a two-step approach: 1) the smart reader device855

sends secret credentials to the ground station and receives856

parameters in return and 2) the smart reader device performs857

computations with the received information and stores results858

in its memory. In the drone access phase, user Ui mutually859

authenticates with drone Dj and sets up a session key. In the860

last phase, user Ui can change his/her secret credentials such861

as biometric information.862

3) PUF-IPA: PUF-IPA proposes an authentication scheme863

for the IoT environment, aiming to improve the PUF response864

accuracy without using any error correction codes. It is com-865

prised of two phases: 1) enrollment phase and 2) authentication866

phase. During the enrollment phase, various cryptographically867

secure random numbers are generated, and different hashed868

values are encrypted to be stored in a database. In the869

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD�

authentication phase, the server initiates the authentication 870

request, to validate every device in the network. Moreover, 871

PUF-IPA offers shuffling and deshuffling operations that is 872

performed during enrollment and authentication, respectively, 873

for added security. 874

We analyze the performance of liteA4, SLAP-IoD, SAAF- 875

IoD, and PUF-IPA, and gather results on their associated 876

communication overhead, running time, CPU time, storage 877

overhead, as well as energy consumption by altering the 878

number of executed algorithms and the number of drones in 879

the system. The communication overhead gives information 880

regarding the number of exchanged messages, the size of 881

exchanged messages, and the amount of energy consumed 882

by exchanging those messages. The running time measures 883

the real elapsed time from when a protocol starts running 884

to when it stops running. Likewise, the CPU time measures 885

the amount of time spent by CPU executing all operations of 886

each protocol. The storage overhead is the amount of memory 887

space (RAM) required by the machine to run the protocol. 888

Finally, the energy consumption denotes the amount of energy 889

consumed due to the execution of protocol. 890

B. Experimental Results and Analysis 891

First, we measure the communication efficiency of liteA4, 892

SLAP-IoD, SAAF-IoD, and PUF-IPA in terms of the number 893

of exchanged messages, the size of exchanged messages, 894

and the energy consumption of exchanging those messages 895

in Table IV. Taking into consideration the communication 896

sequence diagrams provided by liteA4, SLAP-IoD, SAAF-IoD, 897

and PUF-IPA, we directly count the number of exchanged 898

messages needed for a single drone scenario, and then calcu- 899

late the total number of exchanged messages for 50 drones 900

in the network. For instance, liteA4 requires an authentication 901

request message to be sent from a drone to a ground station. 902

Next, the ground station sends an authentication response mes- 903

sage to the drone. Finally, the drone responds by sending an 904

authentication confirmation message. In total, three messages 905

are needed by liteA4 for a single drone scenario. For 50 drones 906

in the network, liteA4 would require a total of 150 messages. 907

In SLAP-IoD, the first message piggybacked with drone’s 908
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Fig. 6. Running time versus the number of algorithm executions and the
number of drones.

real identity and timestamp is sent to the CS. The CS then909

checks for the freshness of the message and replies a message910

back to the drone. After receiving the response from the CS,911

the drone validates the message and sends the third message912

to the CS. Finally, the CS receives the message, checks for913

the freshness, and sends the last message to the mobile user.914

Thus, a total of four messages are required by SLAP-IoD to915

authenticate a single drone and a mobile user. If there are916

50 drones, 200 messages would be generated and exchanged917

in the network. Similarly, SAAF-IoD would require a total of918

150 messages, since it requires three messages for a single919

drone scenario. Lastly, PUF-IPA requires four messages for a920

single authentication session. Hence, it would need a total of921

200 messages for 50 devices. Moreover, the size of exchanged922

messages are 24 kB, 27.2 kB, 24.4 kB, 9.8 kB for liteA4,923

SLAP-IoD, SAAF-IoD, and PUF-IPA, respectively. The reason924

PUF-IPA has such a small size for exchanged messages is925

because it sends a minimal amount of message but stores all926

relevant values in its database. The results are obtained from927

the real implementation of each protocol. Finally, the energy928

consumption is calculated based on the number of exchanged929

messages and the energy consumption of exchanging one930

message [46]. SLAP-IoD, and PUF-IPA consume more energy931

than liteA4 and SAAF-IoD because they exchange a larger932

number of messages. liteA4 and SAAF-IoD consume the same933

amount of energy because they exchange the same number of934

messages for 50 drones in the network.935

Second, we obtain the running time of liteA4, SLAP-936

IoD, SAAF-IoD, and PUF-IPA by varying the number of937

algorithm executions in Fig. 6(a). Overall, the running time of938

all protocols increase in a linear fashion when the number of939

algorithm executions is increased from 50 to 250. The running940

time for our protocol liteA4 is the least because it employs941

lightweight techniques such as bitwise XOR in conjunction942

Fig. 7. CPU time versus the number of algorithm executions and the number
of drones.

with PUF and hash function. SLAP-IoD also utilizes bitwise 943

XOR along with one-way hash function. However, it has 944

to retrieve its stored secret credentials after each message 945

to verify the authenticity of messages. In addition, SLAP- 946

IoD also requires supplementary steps involving the usage 947

of cryptographic operations before generating its session key. 948

These operations result in a higher running time in SLAP- 949

IoD. SAAF-IoD has a higher running time compared to two 950

protocols. This is because SAAF-IoD applies AES encryption 951

after calculating its secret key with chaotic map. Subsequently 952

each message has to be decrypted by the receiver to ensure 953

integrity. As a result, this will cause a longer running time 954

as seen in Fig. 6(a). PUF-IPA has the highest running time 955

out of all the protocols. Similar to SAAF-IoD, it utilizes 956

AES encryption, and has to decrypt multiple values stored 957

in its database. This involves retrieving the entire row stored 958

in the database, significantly increasing overall run time. 959

Likewise, the running time of liteA4, SLAP-IoD, SAAF-IoD, 960

and PUF-IPA against varying number of drones ranging from 961

20 to 180 are shown in Fig. 6(b). It is obvious that the 962

running time of all three protocols increase progressively as 963

the number of drones is increased in the network. However, our 964

protocol liteA4 still outperforms SLAP-IoD, SAAF-IoD, and 965

PUF-IPA. 966

Third, we evaluate the CPU time of liteA4, SLAP-IoD, 967

SAAF-IoD, and PUF-IPA by changing the number of algo- 968

rithm executions and the number of drones in the network in 969

Fig. 7. The CPU time represents the amount of time taken by 970

the CPU to execute the algorithm. When increasing the number 971

of algorithm executions from 50 to 250, the CPU time of all 972

three protocols increase linearly. This is because multiple algo- 973

rithm executions result in a longer CPU time. The CPU time 974

of PUF-IPA is observed to be the highest. This is because the 975

scheme has to retrieve a row of stored secret values, and then 976
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Fig. 8. Storage overhead.

decrypt them to send it to the receiving entity. SAAF-IoD also977

has a higher CPU time since decrypting each received cipher978

message and calculating encryption key require a considerable979

amount of CPU time, especially during multiple algorithm980

iterations. SLAP-IoD has a comparatively lower CPU time981

because of its lightweight operations, nonetheless it requires982

the retrieval of secret credentials which adds to its CPU983

time. liteA4 outperforms other three protocols and achieves984

the lowest CPU time because of its optimized cryptographic985

operations. Similarly, the CPU time with a variable number of986

drones from 20 to 180 is observed in Fig. 7(b). liteA4 attains987

the lowest CPU time due to its careful use of lightweight988

operations such as bitwise XOR, PUF, and hash functions. It989

shows to be a well-optimized protocol with good scalability990

when the number of drones is increased in the network.991

Fourth, we examine the storage overhead associated with992

liteA4, SLAP-IoD, SAAF-IoD, and PUF-IPA in Fig. 8. The993

storage overhead represents the memory storage (RAM) allo-994

cated to each protocol. As observed in Fig. 8, PUF-IPA995

utilizes the largest amount of storage to run, while liteA4996

requires the least amount of storage to function. PUF-IPA997

encrypts the message, and then retrieves the stored secret while998

performing the necessary decryption, which consumes a lot999

of storage. Similarly, SAAF-IoD encrypts and decrypts each1000

message, thus, it ends up consuming a significant amount1001

of storage as well. On the other hand, drones in SLAP-1002

IoD store their private secret credentials and retrieve them1003

during authenticity check, which require more storage space.1004

liteA4 has the least amount of storage usage because it1005

does not rely on storing secret credentials to verify message1006

authenticity.1007

Finally, we inspect the energy consumption of liteA4, SLAP-1008

IoD, SAAF-IoD, and PUF-IPA by varying the number of1009

algorithm executions and the number of drones in Fig. 9.1010

PUF-IPA is the most complex protocol as it utilizes AES1011

encryption along with shuffling and deshuffling algorithms.1012

Likewise, SAAF-IoD employs convoluted techniques as well1013

as biometric updates and chaotic mapping mechanisms. Thus,1014

it consumes more energy to execute all operations compared to1015

liteA4 and SLAP-IoD. Our protocol liteA4 consumes the least1016

amount of energy since it adopts recourse-friendly techniques1017

such as bitwise XOR along with PUF and hash function. We1018

also measure the running time of PUF with and without error1019

by changing the number of algorithm executions in Fig. 10.1020

When there are PUF errors, the running time for our protocol1021

liteA4 increases. The shaded area represents the difference in1022

terms of running time incurred from unreliableness of PUF.1023

Fig. 9. Energy consumption versus the number of algorithm executions and
the number of drones.

Fig. 10. Running time of PUF with and without error versus the number of
algorithm executions.

VII. CONCLUSION 1024

In this article, a lightweight and anonymous application- 1025

aware authentication and key agreement scheme (liteA4) was 1026

proposed for IoD systems, wherein a drone and a ground 1027

station perform data type-aware authentication and establish 1028

specific session key for the exchange of application-specific 1029

data. liteA4 differentiates between different types of data, 1030

resulting in a more secure data exchange for drones being 1031

involved in multiple IoD applications concurrently. We eval- 1032

uated liteA4’s security and resiliency by using AVISPA, and 1033

also demonstrated a formal and informal security analysis. 1034

Additionally, we conducted extensive experiments to evaluate 1035

the performance of liteA4 in comparison with other three 1036

benchmark schemes. The experimental outcomes revealed that 1037

our protocol liteA4 outperforms its peers without sacrificing 1038

any security prerequisites. As future work, we plan to integrate 1039

liteA4 with consortium blockchain technique so that the 1040

ground stations can competitively and timely store the drone- 1041

collected data in the distributed data storage system. 1042
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